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BatchConverter is an all-in-one tool that allows converting any audio file to WAV, MP3, AVI, FLV,
MOV, AAC, AAC, OGG, PCM, WMA, WAV, AC3, MPEG-1, MPEG-2, MP4, QT and M4A. BatchConverter
also allows converting only part of an audio file and also supports file truncation, encoder presets,
and ID3 tag output. BatchConverter can create.wav,.mp3 and other files in WAV, MP3, OGG, AAC,
FLAC, MP4, AVI, MOV and WMA formats. It is very easy to use: just select your audio file, input file
format, output file format and desired length of output file, and that's all! Sometimes you might

forget the exact title of the song or prefer listening to your music in your own preferred format. Well,
with a few quick steps, you can convert your audio to a desired format. ExtractAudioConverter

Description: ExtractAudioConverter is an easy-to-use command-line tool for extracting audio from
audio CD to a variety of formats. Select the audio CD, the folder for output files and the desired

output file format. Optionally, you can also specify the number of tracks that should be extracted
and a range of seconds for search and replace in the extracted content. The tool is designed for

audio CDs but can also be used to extract audio from other sources such as DVDAudio, SoundScape
Audio, Audacity, CDex, Antix, Microsoft Sound Recorder or maybe even your MP3 player.

RapidScreenRecorder Description: RapidScreenRecorder is a free screen capture program to record
video from a computer screen or the entire desktop, convert them to PDF, JPG, BMP, GIF, PNG, WMV,
AVI, FLV, MPG, MP4, MOV, 3GP, MPEG, PPM, PPS, QT and some other formats, save them to the hard
drive, upload them to the Internet, burn them to a DVD, save the video as a series of screenshots
and capture window of the web pages on the Internet. You can add a lot of special effects to the

video, such as crop, resize, blur, add watermark, and so on. RapidScreen
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BatchConverter is simple free tool which convert image file to other image format file. You can
convert batch image file to JPG, GIF, BMP, EPS, EMF, TIFF, TGA, PCX and PNG. BatchConverter helps

you to convert multiple image files (can be batch file) to image files. FreeBASIC is a small BASIC
interpreter and compiler. It is an easy-to-use, easy-to-install cross-platform integrated development

environment (IDE) for beginners, students and hobbyists. FreeBASIC supports Unicode, the SDL
Multimedia library, OpenGL, OpenAL, Lua, XPM and threads. Support for more than 50 additional
languages and tools is being actively developed. FreeBASIC is completely free and open-source

software, licensed under the GNU General Public License version 2. DeskDPS-EZ is all you need to
create your own monitor drapes, pictures or photos. It features the ability to use photos, graphics or

images from your own computer to create your own personalized picture display. You can even
create your own specialized pictures for your pictures to enhance the look of your computer desktop.

DeskDPS-EZ is the solution for those who want a fun and inexpensive way to decorate their
computer desktop. It allows the end user to replace photos, pictures or graphic images on the
desktop with completely customized images. DeskDPS-EZ is as easy as choosing a picture or
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graphics to include in a display, locating the photo, graphics or picture on your computer, and then
placing it on the computer desktop. You are then able to customize the color, size, transparency, and
even the position of your customized image. This allows you to customize your desktop display and
make it your own. With DeskDPS-EZ you can play and work with your favorite pictures, graphics or
photos directly on your desktop, without having to change directories or open a separate window.
Batch PDF Converter is a powerful batch PDF file utility which can help you to convert PDF to other

popular document formats such as DOC, XLS, PPT, Txt, HTML, RTF and other formats, all at one time.
It is able to convert multi-page PDFs to multiple documents simultaneously. The program can read

PDF, convert PDF to DOC, XLS, PPT, Txt, HTML, RTF and other popular formats. Sample files are
included in the program. b7e8fdf5c8
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BatchConverter is a very versatile batch processor tool for converting images, movies, audio and
documents with different formats (for example:
Tiff,jpeg,BMP,WAV,MP3,MP4,OGG,AVI,WMA,ASF,WMV) to different formats, such as jpg, mpeg, wav,
mp3, mp4, wma, avi, etc. BatchConverter would help you to process your digital content at once, so
that you can get your work done faster, and more efficiently. BatchConverter can be used to convert
single file or batches of files at once, and you can change its settings by clicking the 'Settings' button
when you run it. Features of BatchConverter: Easy-to-use Multi-threading Multi-language support
Batch process Support Unicode Select the files to be processed by setting the input path and
optionally the output path. Built-in scheduler supports one-click action. In order to stop running
processes, please click Stop button and press OK button to confirm. Built-in scheduler supports one-
click action. BatchConverter is a very versatile batch processor tool for converting images, movies,
audio and documents with different formats (for example:
Tiff,jpeg,BMP,WAV,MP3,MP4,OGG,AVI,WMA,ASF,WMV) to different formats, such as jpg, mpeg, wav,
mp3, mp4, wma, avi, etc. BatchConverter would help you to process your digital content at once, so
that you can get your work done faster, and more efficiently. BatchConverter can be used to convert
single file or batches of files at once, and you can change its settings by clicking the 'Settings' button
when you run it. Features of BatchConverter: Easy-to-use Multi-threading Multi-language support
Batch process Support Unicode Select the files to be processed by setting the input path and
optionally the output path. Built-in scheduler supports one-click action Built-in scheduler supports
one-click action As you can see, there's much more to this utility than just converting images, so if
you're looking for a complete file conversion tool, B

What's New In?

BatchConverter will convert between various image formats. It is a multi-format batch converter
which can convert to and from JPEG, BMP, PICT, PNG, TIFF, GIF, TGA, WMF, EMF, PSD, PDF, WPG,
WMZ, EMZ, XPM, EXR, DDS and more. No matter which format you are converting, BatchConverter is
able to convert it in batch so that you can convert as many as you want to and have less headache
about it. BatchConverter can batch convert many images at once. You can set the output file format
and quality, and choose to convert PNG, BMP, JPEG, GIF or other image formats to PNG. You can also
decide the output file size. All the settings in BatchConverter are very well-designed for you to get
the best results. Features: Easy to use Supports batch conversion Windows application with built-in
scheduler Convert PNG, BMP, JPEG, GIF, TGA, WMF, EMF, TIFF, PSD, PDF, WPG, WMZ, EMZ, XPM, EXR,
DDS, GIF, BMP, TGA, JPG and PNG to PNG. PNG, BMP, JPEG, TGA, GIF, TIFF, PSD, PDF, WPG, WMZ,
EMZ, XPM, EXR, DDS, GIF, BMP, TGA, JPG and PNG to GIF. Convert any image to JPEG and convert
image from JPG to JPEG. The output quality depends on the system setting, that can be effectively
controlled. The application can automatically recognize the right setting without any other help.
Numerous settings and features Supports a lot of images Convert PNG, BMP, JPEG, GIF, TGA, WMF,
EMF, TIFF, PSD, PDF, WPG, WMZ, EMZ, XPM, EXR, DDS, GIF, BMP, TGA, JPG and PNG to PNG. Convert
PNG, BMP, JPEG, GIF, TGA, WMF, EMF, TIFF, PSD, PDF, WPG, WMZ, EMZ, XPM, EXR, DDS, GIF, BMP,
TGA, JPG and PNG to GIF. Convert any image
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System Requirements For BatchConverter:

Minimum: OS: Windows 10, 8.1, 7 SP1 or later Processor: Intel® Core i3-4160 / AMD Athlon™
X4-2123 Memory: 4GB RAM Graphics: Windows® 7: 2GB video memory (8MB of system memory
required) Windows® 8: 3GB video memory (9MB of system memory required) Windows® 8.1: 4GB
video memory (12MB of system memory required) DirectX®: Version 9.0
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